
PLEASE READ THIS BEFORE USING.
1. This manual guides you through using the App and describes precautions.
2. To ensure correct operation and glucose values  are measured accurately, please 

read this manual when you start to use the App software.
3. If you have any questions, please contact your local dealer or your customer 

service.
4. The application is able to send the blood glucose values to your family doctor or 

a cloud drive.
5. If you have any questions about your blood sugar levels, please consult your 

doctor or healthcare professionals.

1. Please download the Medicare Smart BGM app, and read the App User Guide 
before using it. 

2. The Medicare Smart BGM App application supports Android 4.0 and ios 5.0 and 
above.

3. After the app installation, the meter date and time need to be set. In the setting 
functon - the meter settings, set the following information :
(1) Clear meter (Lis Smart) blood glucose measurement memory.
(2) Clear app glucose measurements in the phone memory.

IMPORTANT

 (3) Set glucose measurement units.
 (4) Set high and low blood sugar value judgements.
 (5) Set the before and after dinner time.

 4. App software can only be used with Medicare LiS Smart glucose meter, Medicare 
blood glucose test strips, and Medicare control solution. It cannot be used with 
other blood glucose meters.

 5. Refer to app’s model compatibility table for compatible mobile devices of Medi-
care LiS Smart blood glucose meters. Incompatible mobile devices cannot be used 
with Medicare LiS Smart glucose meter to measure blood glucose levels.

 6. For different mobile systems, the display may slight vary, but this does not affect the 
functions.

 7. After updating Android and iOS system software, please check the meter accuracy 
by testing with the control solution.

 8. When in App mode, if the display shows "WARNING This model does not support 
this app for now, data may be incorrect. Please check our distributor for more 
details." Please stop using the meter and contact your customer service.

  9. When using this app to measure blood glucose and an exception occurs, stop using 
the meter immediately and contact your customer service.

11. If you have followed all instructions in the user guide, but your blood glucose value 
is still inconsistent with your previous results, glucose trend, or how you feel, repeat 
the test again. If the test results remain the same, contact your doctor immediately 
for help.

SYMBOLS  DESCRIPTION

1.App application download site

1 .When you tap the screen icon, 
    you will enter to the blood glucose measurement function
2. You will see a dynamic picture inserting the blood 
    glucose meter to a mobile device.

1.After the blood glucose meter and mobile devices are
  connected successfully, the blood glucose meter need to be
  recalibrate the date and time.

2.The mobile device has a standard time and will 
   automatically calibrate the date and time of the blood
   glucose meter.

   

Measurement Display Description:
1: Measured values
2: Blood glucose meters unit: mmol/L or mg/dL
3. Red ring : High blood glucose range
4. Blue ring : Low blood glucose range
5. Green Ring : Safe blood glucose range
6: Chart of blood glucose judgement (judgment of the 
    chart settings, please refer to - setting function of the  
    blood glucose level). 

1. Time correction has been completed.

2. Wait for the test strips insertion

1. After inserting a test strip, you will see an image 
    showing a blood drop to be applied to the test strip.

2. After inserting the strip, the measurement function will
   start and you cannot select other functions.

3. Please apply blood to the test strip.

1.When blood is applied to the test strip, the measuring
   countdown begins.

2.Show countdown of 6 seconds from 6 to 1.

1. After you finished the measurement and settings, pull out 
    the test strip, and the mobile device will :
    (1) Record the measured value
    (2) Record measurement date: year, month, day, hour, minute
    (3) Record before or after meals selection

2.If you are using the Smart BGM app to test and record 
   your blood glucose value, LiS Smart blood glucose meter 
   does not record the test data.

1.Unplug the test strips

2.Wait for test strips insertion again

3.At this time you can select other function keys

 

 

 

 

7: This displays whether the measurement time is;

              before meal, or

              after meal.

  
8: Control solution bottle button
    Tap to clear the current control solution test result from 
    history.

9:  Selection key of the 4 functions.

 

 

 

Befor You Begin 
1.App application download site
2.App installed and turned on
3.APP four function – Measurement – Chart – Set  – Information
4.Measurement function – measurement steps 
(Time automatic calibration, quality control solution test)
5.Measurement – Other display messages
6.Glucose chart function – Chart instructions
7.Glucouse chart function – hours,day,week,month,quater,year chart
8.Set function-Personal Data Set
9.Set function-set the meter – Glucose measurement units
10.Set function-set the meter – Glucose Level Judgement
11.Set function-set the meter – Set before meals and after meal time
12.Set function-set the meter – download meter records
13.Set function-set the meter – delete meter records
14.Set function-set the meter – delete all records
15.Set function-set the meter – Function
16.Set function-set the meter – Family Doctor
17.Set function- set the meter – Health Cloud
18. Information function – Information
19. Information function – Model Compatibility
20. Information function – Check for update
21. Change the Meter Model
22.More Information

Chart function
1.When you tap the screen icon,  
   You will enter to the chart function.

2.Picture (left): Screen of chart function.

Set function
1.When you tap the screen icon , 
   enter the set function

2.Picture (left) : set function screen

Information function
1.When you tap the screen icon, 
   You will enter to the information function.

2.Picture (left): Screen of information function.

 

Measurment function:
1.When you tap the screen icon, 
   you will enter to the blood glucose measurement
   function.

2.Picture (left): Screen of glucose measurement
   function

 

 

4. Measurement function - measurement steps 
    (Time automatic calibration, quality control solution test)

3. APP four functions - 
    Measurement - Chart - Set - Information

 

IMPORTANT

1. When you open the APP, this display appears
    for about a few second.

1. Tap on the circle and tap “Agree” if you agree to the 
    terms of service and privacy policy.

1. Please insert meter to setup system.

1. Unknown model?
    please re-insert meter.

When the setup is complete, meter model will be 
displayed.

2.App installed and turned on

 

Smart BGM

1. After the blood glucose meter is inserted into the 
    headphone, it will display as the left image.
2. Display connection status: % bar.
3. When the bar shows 100%, it means that the blood
    glucose meter and mobile devices are connected  
    successfully.
4. If the bar is not displayed the increase of %, it means 
    that the blood glucose meter and mobile devices are 
    not linked succesfully, please unplug the blood 
    glucose meter and re-insert it to the headphone jack.

?????

Smart BGM
APP USER GUIDE

BLOOD GLUCOSE 
MONITORING SYSTEM

BG-102

Smart

QR Code:

1. Medicare Smart BGM blood glucose meter app supports Android and iOS.
2. For Android system, go to Google Play to download the Medicare Smart BGM 

program. The App name is  Smart BGM.
3. For iOS system, go to Apple Store to download the program. 

The App name is Medicare Smart BGM.
4. After download and install, it automatically selects the language used on 
    the phone as the operating language.

1.The app updates from time to time, and it periodically searches whether 
   there is an updated version of the software.
2.The app screen fonts, colors, pictures, etc., in different systems will be a
   little difference and the input method will also vary, but will not affect the function.
3.When the App software is new installed, blood glucose measurement data will be
   pre-cleared, and the relevant parameters will be set to the default values.
4.When the app is installed using the update method, the information
   measured before will not be cleared, the user data and parameters will be
   unchanged.
5.If the App program is removed, then installed again, the previously measured data
   will be cleared, user data will be cleared.

1. Access Internet to download the App : Medicare
    Smart BGM.

2. When download is finished, there will be a 
    Medicare “Smart BGM"  icon on your phone screen.

    After the blood glucose meter and mobile devices are
    connected successfully, the blood glucose meter's date 
    and time will be calibrated based on mobile device's 
    standard date and time.

Smart BGM
BG-102

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          When the measured value is lower than the low
              blood glucose level, it displays a blue circle.

             When the measured values are within
             safe limits value, it displays a green circle.

             When the measured value is higher than the 
               high blood level, it displays a red circle.

1. After the blood glucose meter is inserted into the 
    headphone, it will display as the left image.
2. Display connection status: % bar.
3. When the bar shows 100%, it means that the blood
    glucose meter and mobile devices are connected  
    successfully.
4. If the bar is not displayed the increase of %, it means 
    that the blood glucose meter and mobile devices are 
    not linked succesfully, please unplug the blood 
    glucose meter and re-insert it to the headphone jack.
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For in vitro diagnostic use. Temperature limitation / Store at.

 Please consult instructions for use.  Use by /Expiry date.

 Do not reuse.  Manufacturer.

 Lot number.  
Caution, consult accompanying 
document.

EU representative. Keep dry.

Humidity limitation.  requirements of Directive 98/79/
EC in vitro diagnostic medical 
device.Keep away from sunlight.



Chart instructions:
1.Fasting button: Tap this icon button to display the curve
   of fasting blood glucose values.
2.After meal button: Tap this button to display the curve of
  after meal blood glucose values.
3.Fasting + After meal button: Tap this button to display
  the curve of fasting + after meal blood glucose values.
4.table
5.The table of glucose values :
     (1)Glucose units
     (2)mmol / L display range is 0 to 33.3
     (3)mg / dL display range is 0 to 600 
6.unit of time:
7.Color lines in the table to represent the glucose value
   before meals and after meal.
8.Detailed unit of time
9.It displays the range for date and time.
10.The purple lines is draw in the center – moving the chart
      will encounter measurement to display them, the 
     measuring point is not displayed while is not met by the
      purple centerline.
11. Date unit of the chart.
12.Warning line for high blood glucose levels: glucose
     judgment according to the highest blood glucose limit.
13.Warning line for low blood glucose levels: glucose
     judgment according to the lowest blood glucose limit.

Glucose value axis of the chart- Zoom in Zoom out: 
    (1) Tap the screen with your finger sliding up to zoom in.
    (2) Tap the screen with your finger sliding down to zoom out.
    (3) The blood glucose level has five axes 200,300,400,500,600
          mg/dL (11.1, 16.7, 22.2, 27.8, 33.3 mmol/L).

Enlarge the chart date axis 
1.When the two-finger tapping the panel from outside to
   inside, the display area of time and date will become larger
   (hours> Day> Week> Month> Quarter> Year).

Narrow the chart date axis
1.When the two-finger tapping the panel from inside to
  outside, the display area of time and date will become smaller 
  (Year> Quarter> Month> Week> day> hours)

Chart date axis: Show past data
1. When you tap to the unilateral right, the chart will move to
   the previous date.

2. Unilateral move: the display unit is flipping from hour, day,
    week, month, quarter, year.

Chart date axis: Show newer data
1. When you tap to the unilateral left, will move the date to a
    newer date.

2. Unilateral move: the display unit is flipping from hour, day,
   week, month, quarter, year.

Blood glucose meter low battery warning : 
1.Screen of low voltage. When the voltage of blood glucose meter
   battery is below 2.7v, the measurements may not be the correct
   action or will produce data error during the transmission.

2.Please change the battery of blood glucose meter.

 

Blood glucose meter operating over a range of 
temperatures
1.The measurement temperature range of the glucometer is 10°C
   ~ 40°C (50°F to 104°F), if not within this temperature range, the
  error screen will appear, Blood glucose meter measurements
  cannot do any actions.

2.If the glucometer is within the temperature range of 10°C ~40°C 
   for 30 minutes and this message is still not eliminated, then
   please contact your local dealer or our customer service staff.

Control solution bottle button
If you are using the control solution. Please tap the control

solution bottle icon              , then the value "0" will be displayed to 
clear this measurement
This measured value will not be recorded and will not affect 
the data and curves of the blood glucose chart.

If you tapped the icon by accident, tap it once again to restore and 
display the measured values.

 

Charts: hours Unit
1.From Leftmost to rightmost the range is one hour and the
   grid is divided into 60, move around at one minute 
   interval.
2.The centerline show all point data values in sequence
   within the same minute (they not average value), 
   displaying up to four points data.
3. Lower left corner display the minutes.
4. Top right corner display the hours.

Charts: Day Unit
1.Sample chart of fasting showing three different colors
   lines: before breakfast, before lunch, and before dinner.

2. Lower left corner display the hours.

3. Top right corner display the day.

Charts: Week Unit
1. The center line is the day of today, with a total of seven
    days of the week.
2. Glucose level before and after meals measured on the
    same day, it will shows the average value, for example:
    on 2013/3/4 there are three measurements before break
    fast 100, 106, and 106, the average value displayed on
    the drawing is 104.
4. Lower left corner display the day.
5. Top right corner display the week.
6. Sample chart for after meal glucose level showing four
    different color lines: after breakfast, after lunch, 
    after dinner, late Night.

Charts: Month Unit 
1. Month Showed from 1-31 days.
2. Display of this month.
3. Glucose level before and after meals measured on the same
    day, it will shows the average value, for example: on 2013/3/4
    there are three measurements before breakfast 100, 106, and
    106, the average value displayed on the drawing is 104.
4. Selecting fasting + after meal, the drawing is divided into two
    small grid, the first point is the fasting average, the second
    point is the average of the after meal.
5. Lower left corner display the day.
6. Top right corner display the month.
7. Sample chart: fasting + after meal showed a corresponding
    color line below.

Charts: Quater Unit
1.From Leftmost to rightmost is a range of three month
   (a quarter), divided into 18 grids (An average of 5 days).

2. Lower left corner display the day.

3. Top right corner display the quarter.

Charts: Year Unit
1. Show: Monthly averages.

2. Lower left corner display the month.

3. Top right corner display the year.

1. After setup is complete: tap "Personal" on the top left 
   side of the screen, to return to the personal setup menu
   screen.

2. Data Input Settings screen: Because the system version
   mobile device is not the same, so the picture could be
   different but it does not affect the function of data input.

 

 

 

 

 

Set the glucose measurement units:
Set glucose measurement unit to mg/dL or mmol/L.

1. Tap the  icon          to enter settings.

2. Tap Config to enter meter settings.

1.Tap"unit" to enter glucose measurement unit settings.

1.Tap "unit" to change unit settings.If the glucose meter is 
   not connected it will display "no meter".

2.Unplug the blood glucose meters then re-insert to the
   headphone, After connection re-do the settings.

1. Enter to the blood glucose unit selection screen.

2. The meter measurement units is read automatically.
    Example: meter measurement unit is mg/dl.

3. Two blood glucose unit selection key: mg/dl and mmol/L.
 
4. Tap and select the unit of measurement.

1.Example: Tap "mmol/L", it will appear on the screen
   “setting”.

2.During setting operation do not unplug the meter.

1. After setting the left shows the unit mmol/L

2. After setup is completed, the APP measurements unit is
   the selected unit.

3. After setup is completed, the blood glucose meter unit is
   the selected unit.

4. After setup is complete: tap "Config" on the top left side
   of the screen, to return to the config menu screen.

1. X warning symbol appears when you cannot do settings.

2. Please re-set again.

3. If you still cannot do setting, unplug and re-inserted the
   blood glucose meters.

4. If you still cannot set the time, please contact your local
   dealer or our customer service staff.

5. The unit cannot be set due to another reasons, the unit of 
    measurement cannot be set because the glucometer has
    a fixed types of measurement unit.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.Glucose chart function-Chart instructions

7. Glucose chart function-
    hours,day,week, month,quater,year chart

Personal Data Settings

1.Tap the icon             to enter settings.

2.Tap "personal " to enter Personal Data Settings.

1.Personal Data will be sending out together with 
   measurement data to your family doctor or cloud service 
   using Data Upload function.
2.Data Input Settings screen: Because the system version
   mobile device is not the same, so the picture could be
  different but it does not affect the function of data input.
3. Enter the following items of personal data:
(1) First name 
(2) Last name
(3) Age
(4) Gender: Male or Female (circle will change by a tap
    choice, the selection will be added to a dark circle) 
(5) Weight: Unit chosen is kilograms (kg) or pounds (lbs)
(6) Height: Enter the data and select centimeters (cm) or
     foot – inch
(7) Smoke: Yes or No (circle will change by a tap choice,
     the selection will be added to a dark circle)
(8) Diabetes Type: five types to choose: 
     (a) Type one 
     (b) Type two 
     (c) Estational diabetes 
     (d) Non-diabetes 
     (e) Pre-diabetes
4. Input of personal data: Use the input method of mobile
    device itself.
5. After setup is complete: tap "Setting" on the top left
    side of the screen, to return to the setup menu screen.

 

 

8. Set function- Personal Data Set

9. Set function –
    set the metert- Glucose measurement units

 

The App does not support device  : 
1. When the APP displays "WARNING”, it means this device does not
   support this app now, please stop using and then contact your
   customer service staff.

2.Please check the compatibility table models, make sure your
   device is supported.

3. The reasons of not being supported are:
(1) Your mobile device system version is too old.
(2) Android and iOS system did not update the mobile device system.
(3) New models of mobile devices are still not added to the app.
(4) Due to nonstandard Android and iOS mobile device system.
(5) Models of mobile devices have not been tested.

4. If your mobile device is a new product, please contact 
    your local dealer or our customer service staff. We will update as 
    soon as possible to our App Software.

Test strips error: 
1. If the test strip has been used, use a new test strip.
2. Wrong strip is used, please use Medicare Test Strip.
3. Maybe the test strip is not inserted correctly, please pull out the
    test strip and insert once again.

Unplug Test strips :
1.During testing or when test is finished, selecting other functions
   will appear on this screen.

2.Should first unplug the strip to select other function keys.

 

5. Measurment-other disaplay messages

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Blood glucose meter error : message
1. After inserting the blood glucose meter into the headphone, if a 
    link fail appears, please unplug the meter and re-insert it again.
2. Make sure you insert the Lis Smart blood glucose meter, and not
    glucometer of other brand.
3. Make sure the glucometer works when it is not connected to a 
    mobile device.
4. Make sure the battery for the meter is sufficient.
5. Make sure the glucometer is properly inserted into the end of
    the mobile device headphone. 
6. If this message is still not eliminated, please contact your local
    dealer or your customer service staff.



 

1. There are four white boxes to enter the value of blood
    glucose, tap one of the white box to make an input.

2. Because of different mobile devices have different input
    methods, it may be by wheel input or it may be numeric
    keypad input.
3. After setup is complete: tap "Config" on the top left side
   of the screen, to return to the config menu screen.

Set the time for before and after meals:
1. Set the time of before and after meals based on your
    personal eating habits.
2. When making the measurement of blood glucose will
  automatically recognize the time of before and after meals.
3. The glucose values of the glucometer will be downloaded
   by the APP to do the analysis and recording with the
   correct time of before and after meals.
4. The before meals and after meal time settings is very
   important for a doctor to make analysis of the data. Be
   careful to set the time.
5. Chart graphs is displayed according to the time setting of
    before and after meals.
 
6.When tapping the screen icon            , will enter to set
   function.
7. Tapping the screen "Config", will enter to meter settings.

1.Tapping the screen "Schedule setting", will enter the 
   Set before and after meals time.

1. Because different mobile devices have different input
   methods, may be wheel input or it may be the numeric
   keypad input.

2. After the setup is completed: Tap the left side of the
   screen there is a "back" symbol to return to the config
   menu screen.

3. When you finish, check if the settings are correct.

Download the meter records: 
1.The blood glucose measurements will be downloaded to
   the mobile device.
2.After blood glucose measurements download is
  complete, it will clear the blood glucose measurements   
  recorded within the glucometer.

3.When tapping the screen icon         , will enter the function
  setting.
4. Tapping the screen "Config", will enter to meter setting.

1.Tapping the screen "download meter records", 
   will enter to the download meter records. 

1. When tapping the screen "download meter records ",
    if there is no connection the glucose meter will display 
    the message "no meter".

2. Unplug the blood glucose meters then re-insert to the
   headphone. After the connection please re-do the settings

1.When you download the memory measurement data, 
   will be displayed such as the left screen.

1.While downloading the measured blood glucose data, the
   download progress will be displayed, when download is
   100% it displays the download is complete.
2.The download time is calculated based on the glucose
   data memory.
3.If there is many measurement data, then relatively long
   time is required to download, please be patient.
4.The blood glucose meter have 100 sets of memory, if it is
   not downloaded 100 %, the download progress begin
   from 1%, if 50 % is not downloaded, it will begin at 50%.
5.If the download is not complete, or unplugged from the
  meter during download, please re-download and do not
  disconnect the meter, to not have missing data.

1. When download is completed, you will see the screen at
   left

2. When download is completed, the memory of the meter
    will be erased.

3. The left side of the screen there is a "config" symbol to
    return to the config menu screen.

1.If the glucometer has no data to be downloaded, 
   it will appear "no data" as shown on the left screen.

Delete meter records : 
(1) To delete all records of blood glucose meter
(2) When first using a blood glucose meter or when it is
      used by other people, you can do cleanup actions when
      is necessary.

1. When tapping the screen icon           , will enter to
    function settings.

2. Tapping the screen "Config", will enter to meter setting.

1.Tapping the screen " delete meter records", will enter to
   delete meter records function

1.When tapping the screen, "download meter records ", 
   but there is no connection with the glucometer, then it will
   display the message "no meter".

2.Unplug the blood glucose meters then re-insert to the
   headphone, After connection please re-do the settings

1. Tap "Delete all records" icon, shown on the left 

2. If you want to delete, tap "Yes" icon

3. If you do want to cancel delete, the top right of the
    left side of the screen there is a "config", tap
   'setting' symbol will return to the config Menu screen

1. Tap "Yes" icon, shown on the left "Clear ok”

2. After the setup is complete: the top right of the left
   side of the screen there is a "config", tap 'config'
   symbol will return to the config Menu screen

Blood glucose meter information 

1.When the tapping screen icon           , will enter to set
   function

2.Tapping the screen "Function", will enter to Blood glucose    
   meter information

Doctors Data: Set a family doctor or a doctor's 
contact information, measurement data can be 
passed to the doctor for analysis via E-AMIL 

1 .When the tapping screen icon           , enter the set
    function.

2 .Tap " family doctor" to enter the family doctor setting.

1. You can set 5 doctors information.
2. Tap to select the setting "Dr" and enter
    the setting.
3. After the setup is complete, the doctor name will
   appear on the right
4. On the left side of the screen there is a
    "setting", tap 'settings' symbol will return to the
    setting Menu screen

Doctors setting as follows:

1.Hospital: Write the name of the hospital
2.Doctors Name(Dr.): Write the name of the doctor 
3.Telephone number : 
    (1)Write the phone number of a doctor or hospital
    (2)Press the "microphone" icon, call telephone
4. Mobile phone : 
   (1)Write the phone number of a doctor or hospital
   (2)Press the "microphone" icon, call telephone
5.E-mail: You can enter the doctor's e-mail.
6.Send blood glucose Information: Tap the "Send
   blood glucose data" symbol, the blood glucose 
  measurement data is sent via e-mail, sent to the
  doctor

Send blood glucose Information: tap "send blood 
glucose data" symbol, as follows :
 
1.App will apply the system commonly used e-mail
   tools: for example gmail, opened automatically add
   a mail (picture selection mailing software, there are
   some differences in the picture)
2.Recipient: Use set-mail account
3.Subject(e-amil):20130501_0109Blood 
   Glucose   History    Additional file filename,
   (year,month,day,hour)rule:   
   YYYYMMDD_HHMM_data.cvs
4.For example, 1 May 2013, 01 hour 09 minute
   filename is 20130501_0109, every time you send
   a file name will be in time to make changes

Blood glucose meter information: Cannot set any 
data, all data is automatically captured: 
1.Blood glucose meter: app reads the
   connected blood glucose meter models, if the meter
   is not connected, it will display NA
2.Blood glucose meter: app reads the
   connected blood glucose meter software version, if
   the meter is not connected, it will display NA
3.APP Version: Show the software name and version  
4.Test strips model: using test strips models 
5.Operation system : Show the os version
6.Phone model: mobile device model.
7.On the left side of the screen there is a
  "setting", tap 'setting' symbol will return to the
   setting Menu screen

1. Enter "delete meter records", as shown on the left side

2. If you want to delete, tap the icon "Yes"

3. If you do not want to delete, tap on the left side of the
   screen there is a "config", symbol to return to the config
   Menu screen.

1. Tapping the icon "Yes" icon, will appear "Clearing” as
    shown on the left side.

2. Do not unplug the meter when is clearing, to avoid
   cleanup action incompleteness.

1.When the blood glucose measurement data is delete
   completely, the screen at left will show “clear ok”
2.When finished the glucometer memory data will be all
   cleared.
3.After the setup is completed, tap the left side of the
  screen there is a "config", symbol to return to the config
  menu screen.

Delete your mobile device's measurement data : 
(1)Delete all records of mobile devices
(2)When first using a blood glucose meters or blood
    glucose meters used by other people, you can do this
    cleanup actions when necessary.

1. When tapping the screen icon         , will enter to set 
    function.

2. Tap the screen "Config", will enter to meter setting.

1. Tap the screen "Delete all records", will enter to Delete
    all records setting.

1. Diagram:  Time setting screen for before and after meals.
2. There are seven kinds of time to be set. The default time 
is the following:
(1) Before breakfast:  05:00 ~ 7:00
(2) After breakfast:  07:00~11:00 
(3) Before lunch:    11:00~13:00
(4) After lunch:    13:00~17:00
(5) Before dinner:    17:00~19:00
(6) After dinner:      19:00~22:00
(7) Midnight snack:   22:00~05:00
3. When setting the before and after meal time, the time
    range cannot overlap.
4. The time range is set in colors to make differentiation. 
   The time range can be modified according to the time
   setting.
5. Tapping the before or after meal icon, will entering the
    time setting.
6. After the setup is complete: Tap the left side of the
   screen there is a "config", symbol to return to the config 
   menu screen.

Set the Glucose Level Judgment: 
Set the blood glucose level value before and after meal. 
Setting of the Blood glucose level has to be within a safe 
range, each measurement will be displayed on the screen 
to check if is within the safety range.

 
1.When tapping the screen icon          , 
   Will enter to set function

2.Tapping "Config", will enter to meter settings.

1.Tapping on the screen" Glucose Level judgment",
   will enter to the blood glucose level setting.

1. Enter to the blood glucose level setting screen as left
2. The glucose measurement units used is according to
    your settings, this sample is based on mg/dL.
3. Circle diagram: the display range is 0 to 600 mg/dl
4. Circle diagram: the display range is 0 to 33.3 mmol/L
5. There are four white boxes to enter the value of blood
    glucose, tap one of the white box to make an input.
6. The glucose value Judgment can be adjusted by a doctor
    recommendation.
7. The blood glucose value judgment is for the adjustment
    of the green safety range.
8.Top chart is before meals: The default value is
   70~130mg/dl.
9.Below chart is after meal: The default value is 90~180mg/dl.
10. Low values can be adjusted from 40 to 80.
11. High values can be adjusted from 81 to 210.
12. After adjustment the border of blue, green, 
     red will change size.
13. After setup is complete: tap "Config" on the top left
     side of the screen, to return to the config menu screen.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10. Set function-set the meter-
      Glucose Level Judgement

11. Set function - set the meter - set the 
      time for before and after meals

12.Set function –the meter set- 
     Download meter records

13. Set function-Set the meter-
      Delete meter records

14. Set function- set the meter- delete all records

15. Set function-set the meter-Function

16.Set function-Set the meter-Family Doctor



Health cloud: glucose measurement data 
can be sent to the hospital cloud and own 
cloud, these data can be via dedicated 
software for analysis of these data,

1.When tapping screen icon         , 
   Will enter to set function
2.Tapping the screen " Health cloud ", will enter to  
   Health cloud setting.

1.When tapping screen icon            , will enter to 
   information function
2.Tap Screen any the icon
3.After entering the user manual, click to see - the title 
   of the article
4.You can zoom in or out the screen with two fingers
5.Move up and down with your finger and let the file   
   to move up and down
6.The article has a "Home", click on "Home" will 
   return to the top of the article title
7.When a more complete manual content increases 
   or amended will upload and updates to App
8.Please anytime tap “check for update” to doing
   update. 

1.Into the "Healthy cloud", the default server 1 is
   Google Drive 
2.Tap the screen and select "Google Drive"
3.The top right of the left side of the screen there is a
  "setting", tap 'setting' symbol will return to the
   setting Menu screen
4.The future if there is demand, and then add a new
   server network

1.If the user has not logged in, the login screen
   appears on the left
2.If you do not have Google Drive account, Internet
   search how to apply Google Drive, and methods of
   use
3.Doctors or hospitals cloud application Google Drive
  account, you can give the patient a Google Drive
  account
4.Account number and password, please do yourself
  a personal secret, to avoid data leakage,
5.Please use your own GOOGLE DRIVE do Login
6.Once logged in, the mobile device will record 
   information about your registry, this screen will not
   appear basic

1.Has logged in, the display on the left
2.If you want to change this Google Drive account,
  please log out, the screen will return to the login
  screen, re-enter a new Google Drive account 
3.When you tap "upload to cloud" symbol, blood
  sugar measurement data will be uploaded to set
  Google Drive account "within

1.Upload: display as left  

2.Will display the status of the upload progress
   Upload will create a new folder (FOLDER), folder file 
   name: YYYYMMDD_HHMM_BGHD 
   For example: 20130501_0109_BGHD
3.Data files same as EMAIL
4.For example, 1 May 2013, 01 hour 09 minute 

filename is 20130501_0109, every time you send a 
file name will be in time to make changes 

5.Additional file package is a csv file, 18 jpg graphic
6.20130501_0109_dat.csv file format is as follows:
   (1)Csv use excel open file: content is personal data
   (2)ll blood glucose test data exist in your phone.
   (3)This information can be used for analysis using
      computer software
7.18 kinds of sugar jpg graphics files can be directly 
    read pictures, do not need a dedicated program to 
    read, this is the phone's screen to see the graphic 
    image file, 
8.There are 18 jpg image file that contains six kinds of
     time periods: hour, day, week, month, quarter, year 
9.Transfer DATA like E-mail DATA (see:set function-  
     set meter-family doctor)read

5.Additional file package is a csv file, 18 jpg graphic
6.20130501_0109_dat.csv file format is as follows :
  (1)Csv use excel open file: content is personal data
  (2)All blood glucose test data exist in your phone.
  (3)This information can be used for analysis using
     computer software
7.18 kinds of sugar jpg graphics files can be directly read
   pictures, do not need a dedicated program to read, this
   is the phone's screen to see the graphic image file, 
8.There are 18 jpg image file that contains six kinds of
   time periods: hour, day, week, month, quarter, year 
9.For example: May 1, 2013 01 hours 09 minutes to
   send, as follows,
(1)Hours: before meals   
    (20130501_0109_hour_before.jpg)
(2)Hours: after meals 
    (20130501_0109_hour_after.jpg)
(3)Hours: before meals+ after meals
    (20130501_0109_hour_all.jpg)
(4)Day: before meals 
    (20130501_0109_day_before.jpg)
(5)Day: after meals 
    (20130501_0109_day_after.jpg)
(6)Day:before meals+ after meals
    (20130501_0109_day_all.jpg)

((7)Week: before meals   
    (20130501_0109_week_before.jpg)
(8)Week: after meals  
     (20130501_0109_week_after.jpg)
(9)Week: before meals+ after meals 
    (20130501_0109_week_all.jpg)
(10)Month: before meals 
      (20130501_0109_month_before.jpg)
(11)Month: after meals 
      (20130501_0109_month_after.jpg)
(12)Month: before meals+ after meals  
     (20130501_0109_month_all.jpg)
(13)Quarter: before meals  
      (20130501_0109_year_before.jpg)
(14)Quarter: after meals
      (20130501_0109_year_after.jpg)
(15)Quarter: before meals+ after meals
      (20130501_0109_year_all.jpg)
(16)Year: before mea  
      (20130501_0109_year_before.jpg)
(17)Year: after meals  
      (20130501_0109_year_after.jpg)
(18)Year: before meals+ after meals
      (20130501_0109_year_all.jpg)

1.Upload successful display as left

2.After the upload is complete, you can use a 
    computer or mobile device access into Google
    Drive account View Profile

1.If the upload fails, displayed as the left
 
2.Please re-upload 

1.The top right of the left side of the screen there is a
    "Family doctor", tap 'family doctor” symbol will 
    return to the "Family doctor" setting Menu screen

20131108_1123_dat.csvzs sample:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.Smart BGM app is free and universal blood
   glucose meter software, can be used with Medicare 
   LiS Smart Blood Glucose Meters.
2.When inserting different types of blood glucose 
   meter, APP need to re-set the blood sugar machine
   models.
3.When inserting a different blood glucose meter,
  display as the left diagram.
4.If you are sure you use the blood glucose meter 
   model is unchanged, tap “cancel”, re-insering the
   meter again.
5.If you are sure you want to change a new blood 
   glucose meter models, please tap”reset meter
   model”
6.Please be careful to confirm really want to change 
   the new models?

17. Set function- Set the meter-Health Cloud

18. Information function-Information

Which Brands and models of mobile 
devices can be used, see the summary 
table.

1.When tapping the screen icon           , will enter to
   information function

2.Tapping the screen "Model Compatibility" 

1.On the left: Model Compatibility Table screen
2.The table have pass mark, which means that mobile device brand,
   model can be used.
3.The table have NG mark, which means that mobile device brand, model
   Cannot be used.
4.If the table does not show the mobile device brand, model, may be new
   models, or models have not been tested, it cannot be used, please stop using
   it with emergency, then contact your customer service staff.
5.You can zoom in or out the screen with two fingers
6.Move up and down with your finger and let the file to move up and down
7. When a more complete manual content increases
   or amended will upload and updates to App

 

 

19. Information function-Model Compatibility

22. More Information

21. Change the Meter Model

1.Again to confirm that you want to change a new 
   blood glucose meter

2.If you do not change a new blood glucose meter,
   please tap “cancel”, suggest to unplug blood 
   glucose meter and plug again

3.If you are sure you want to change a new blood
   glucose meter models, please tap ”confirm to 
   reset meter model?”

1.APP software will clears all the measurements of 
  blood glucose data and all settings daata.

2.APP will restart the system.

1.When tapping the screen icon           ,
   will enter to information function

2.Tapping the screen "Check for update"

3.Please tap “check for update” 
   to update the app at anytime

4.When a more complete manual content 
   increases or amended will upload and 
   updates to APP 

1.Connect to the network

1.Updated informatino is displayed

2.Tap “download update” icon, to do update

3.If the network is not smooth, or no nework,
  please tap”cancel download”

1.While data download, the download progress
  will be displayed,download 100% said the 
  download is complete

2.Many data. Relatively long time required to 
  download,please be patient downloaded.

3.If network is not smooth. Relatively long time
  required to download, please be patient
  downloaded.

1.When the download is complete, display
   left picture.

1.When downloading, if find no new data can be
  downloaded, it will appear on the left prompt
“it is the latest version now”

1.Sometime the network is not good or not 
   smooth, the download will be interrupted.
   It will appear on the left prompt”
   download failure”

2.Please try again to download.

20. Information function- Check for update

It is the latest 
version now

Download
Finish

       IMPORTANT
1. Medicare without formal approval, prohibit the use of this user guide or for 

other purposes (including transfer, lease, copy, modify, or public).
2. Medicare Smart BGM App software can only be used Medicare LiS Smart 

glucose meter, cannot be used on other manufactured products.
3. Medicare try to improve this manual in order to make this content 

accurate, but if there are any mistakes, please kindly notify our Customer 
Service department.

4. If this user guide is subject to change, or mistakes, or change the 
specifications and performance of the product, it may be amended 
without  notice.

5. Company is not liable if the APP software causes any direct or indirect d 
amage to the user's computer software or hardware, other peripheral 
equipment, systems, or networks device.

6. Company is not liable if upgrading the operating system software for use 
on mobile devices causes Medicare Smart BGM App or Medicare LiS 
Smart meter any direct  or indirect damage.

Trademark : 
1. Microsoft, Windows, Excel are either registered trademarks or 

trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other 
countries. 

2. Apple, Apple Store, iOS ,iPad ,iPhone, iCloud ..are either registered 
trademarks or trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. in the United States 
and/or other countries. 

3. Google, GOOGLE Drive, Android, Google play, are either registered 
trademarks or trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. in the United States 
and/or other countries.

4. Other company and product names this software or user guide 
described are trademarks of their respective companies or companies 
or registered trademark holders.


